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About This Game

The castle within the town of Cloudfall has been taken over by an evil demon. Prince Helios has offered a huge bounty to
anyone who's able to clear his family's castle and restore order into town. It is your task, as an adventurer to help defeat this evil,

bring peace and gain whatever it is that's driving your own personal motivations.

Characters

Samano
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Samano is a Ronin who hears about the demon and wants to do this job of slaying the demon to bring honor and wealth to her
fame.
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Wilhelmina

Wilhelmina is a country girl who loves to fight, the stronger the opponent the better. She thinks of herself as the greatest demon
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hunter ever and wants to kill the demon to prove that right.

Slavia
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Slavia is a Sorceress who wants to capture the demon. She's not interested in money or fame, she just wants a plaything that she can
torture for fun and no one will judge her, if it's an evil demon that she can use for her sadistic fun.

Hacathra
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Hacathra is a cleric, as a spiritual and a follower of a light, she's by her very nature drawn towards the vanguish of the demon.
She's not really interested in money or fame and feels that this is simply said, her duty to smite the evil.
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Aurae

Aurae is a hunter and a mercenary. She does help people for small moneys and volunteers to aid in destroying the demon, in
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exchange for some money.

Miwafin
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Miwafin is a genie, who has received a wish about the demon's demise. While Miwafin is not the most powerful genie in the world,
she is determined to fulfill the wish and end the demon's rampage, no matter what the cost.

Michi
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Michi is a fun loving catgirl, who spends most of her time doing cat things, like scratching things and being lazy. However, she
volunteers destroying the demon in exchange for all the milk that she can drink. (She can drink a lot of milk.)
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Bentley

Bentley is a pirate, who hears about the demon. This is no good for anyone and business would suffer, so she offers to get rid of
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the demon in exchange for gold and jewelry.

Features

8 playable characters to choose a 4 person party from

Playable classes; Samurai (Refined Strangers of the Power 1 Warrior), Sorcerer (Refined Strangers of the Power 1
Mage), Priest (NEW!), Warrior (NEW!), Martial Artist (NEW!), Genie (NEW!), Hunter (NEW!), Pirate (Refined
Strangers of the Power 1 Rogue)

Leveled enemies for tougher, yet more rewarding gameplay

Create new potions and upgrade existing ones with the brand new Alchemy system!
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Title: Strangers of the Power 2
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Tuomo Laine
Publisher:
Tuomo's games
Franchise:
Strangers of the Power
Release Date: 21 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsR 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1280x720 or better display

English
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A Great Game. If you are looking for some adventure this is for you. There are tasks but you are to search and complete them.
Grafix are great. A few bugs are there but only adds to adventure. Give it a try you might like it.. I mean... as part of the season
pass it's okay... I wouldn't pay \u00a35 for it though it's kind of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I love love love the
Fighting Fantasy game books from the 80's\/90's The "choose your own adventure" books were incredible and seeing them
transformed on all types of platforms really makes me happy.

Please make Warlock of firetop mountain and City of Thieves as well!. Being from the cold of Noway a ski simulator was a
"must have". Much to my surprise this rather simple game is probably among the most popular VR experiences when I have
visitors. The first few versions were convincing enough to require me to help people up from the floor after a particularly "hard"
landing, but it seems the developer have made it a bit more "friendly" in later versions.
At a fairly low price it is worth the experience, particularly if you have done some skiing previously, however this is in no way a
simulation of the real experience, just a fun arcade action experience :). An online multiplayer game with no players...

Absolute trash 0\/10. Kinda expensive but good building and fun little side mission the assesory could be better
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Visually great (in its class), yet the gameplay is not good. This game was unfortunately not able to handle the fundamental
problems with the Spellfoce2, would require lots of fine tuning. Also containing lots of bugs (maybe will be corrected later on)
Spellforce 1 was much better.. I got this on sale for 0.49 it was worth it. Quantum Conscience is a fun visual novel with a bit of
a twist \u2013 rather than making direct choices, you choose whether to read someone's mind, and then your character acts
according to the information they have (or their emotional reaction to the information). It's a nice variation, and the fact that not
reading thoughts is the default means it's on the player to choose to invade others' privacy (whatever your intentions). The game
is short enough for the mechanic not to outstay its welcome, and there's plenty of variations within the endings to make for fun
replays.. This game is just so great. The ability to not pass levels is just great. I also love the game being just a loading screen..
So, my first ever RE experience was RE2 on the PS1....
RE7 - Loved it
RE6 - Garbage
RE5 - Loved it
RE4 - Loved it
RE 2 - All time favorite
RE 1 - Loved it

I really want to like this game, I just can't. I mean why? Look if people want this game in its most primitive state, buy a
gamecube and play it for nostalgia. If you're remaking it why wouldn't you incorporate some new ideas?

I could probably deal with one or two of the main gripes here but dealing with all three its just unbearable. First off, the
inventory system. Ok, it's a remake... It didn't exactly get rave reviews across the board. Just give each person +2 slots and it
might have been better. This whole game feels slow. You deal with the RE opening door cutscenes, no inventory boxes &
exchanging + dropping items on the floor for inventory management? It slows down the gameplay.

The two player situation... In all honesty, do a remake. Hell make it co-op... Make one of the characters more of an AI that goes
on their own and does their own S***. This should have been looked at and redesigned. I'd much rather be attached to one
character and then try the others campaign then feeling unattached to both.

Third thing, the fixed camera angles. Its just annoying. Back in the 90s this was awesome, but its just outdated. It wasn't so bad
on RE remake because you didn't deal with all the other slow issues. Re-do the game in 3D, these camera angles are horrendous
and unsatisfying. RE2's remaster was so well done and they removed the fixed camera, if I wanted to play the original I'll go dig
up my ps1.

This game could be been so much better, instead it's still one of the worst entries in RE's history. Simple QoL like increase each
characters inventory by +2 and make it 3D and I wouldn't have any complaints. I'd prefer a redesign to the two character system,
and it could be done, but just those original changes would have made this game so much better.

Extremely disappointing and I just don't have the patience to run through this game with all the inventory management and slow-
down. Look inventory management isn't challenging or "hard" it's just annoying. Returning to places on the map with all the
slow loading cutscenes to flip through menu after menu dropping and picking stuff up just slows the game down.. Great Bat and
Ball Pinball Retor 2D Pixel Indie Art.
. Very interesting game with several mini-stories that combined in a journey of three men. On every stage of the journey you
can change the way you will act to see what happens next. There is almost no gameplay or any puzzles. You just select the way
you want to see the journey and waiting for the next episode.
In the previous month the game was distributed by subscription PS Plus, game given the simple achievements, the next simple
platinum ;)
. My cat enjoyed this game which is weird since I don't have a cat.. You shoulden't buy this game. Sparkle 2 was calm and
relaxing. Sparkle 3 on the other hand gets me more agitated then anything else ive ever played.
I honestly think the gamedesigner thought: Mmh how could i design the level so that it will be so annoying and frustrating, that
all the people playing it will get so aggro that they will destroy there computers and never play anything ever again?
This game sucks. Dont make the mistake i did. this game isn't even worth a penny.
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